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Abstract- In this present work, this paper concludes the effect of heat treatment on the material properties of Annealed Medium carbon 

steel. The significance of the paper is to find the various heat treatments like annealing and normalizing on material properties through 

testing on using Torsion Testing Machine. By heat treating the steel of material properties like ductility, toughness, hardness, tensile 

strength can be easily changed. These will be better result shows for improving material properties of medium carbon steel. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

At the commencement of the cutting edge period of the material, high Mechanical properties can take much of a load on compressive 

and tensile load to withstand the elastic limit, have accomplished by warm treatment forms. There are diverse kinds of warmth 

treatment forms out of which Annealing and Normalizing are the most imperative technique for enhancing the Microstructure of the 

designing Material, for example, steel and the Normalizing procedure the material is warmed to the Austenitic temperature range and 

after that air cooling has culminated [1]. In the solidifying procedure, the steel is warmed to such a temperature, to the point that it can 

bolster the development Austenite and it is held in temperature up to carbon has broken up or extinguished in di-hydrogen monoxide 

or oil steel is an amalgamation of iron which has carbon elongate shifts from 0.15 - 1.5 % and the plain carbon steel containing from 

0.1 – 0.25 %.  

 

In this present paper, we verbalize about warmth treatment hones followed in the business for sultry work contrivance steels and their 

impact on durability and hardness. This paper presents hypothetical and exploratory research in regards to the impact of the warmth 

treatment on the Mechanical properties of the mellow steel.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The Research Regarding the warmth treatment impact on the Mechanical properties into the distinctive fields of research [2].  

 

A. Theoretical investigation of the material with reverence to the parameter estimations of warmth treatment forms connected to the 

gentle steel.  

 

B. Experimental investigations of the mechanical properties of tests and those examples were connected to different warmth 

treatment forms.  

 

C. Investigation of microstructure each scarce warmth treatment. 

 

 

 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1. GABRIELA NICOLETA[3] investigated the learned about ca-15 steel in simultaneousness of assessment with the astm 217 

standard is one of the martensitic steels that meet the desiderata of standard with the utilization of the wellhead hardware under 

forceful conditions. The outcomes sanction the tenacity of the better warmth treatment parameters that offering the better blend 

between the yield, rigidity, lengthening, affect quality at low temperature, hardness and a crystalline refinement of the sorbate, 

so as to get a superior conduct of the material under destructive condition conditions. 

2.  S.K. AKAY, M. YAZICI, [4] studied inquire about the paper on the impact of warmth treatment forms on mechanical property 

of second-rate steel. In this work, incipient classes of the high-quality low composite steels kenned as dps (double stage steels) 

are engendered to enhance the better security guidelines and efficiency. Double period of steel microstructures can be distributed 

by fortifying steel and the balance stage outline. The steel microstructures have a ferrite framework alongside molecule of 

martensite. The physical properties are relying on the morphology of the two stages. It very well may be visually perceived by 

transmuting the toughening temperature with time the invigorating method extinguishing medium and alloying component. In 

this, the engenderer has examined the warmth treatment taken after by extinguishing on the physical properties of fe 0.055% c 

steels. The tribulation methodology was the example utilized in this is 2.5mm thick and the compound organization is resolved 

and afterward standardized at 910ᵒc and hold for 45 minutes and after that, along these lines, air cooling has culminated.  

3. B.S. MOTAGI[5] tentatively examined on an examination paper on the impact of warmth treatment forms on mechanical 

property of medium carbon steel.s teel example had sanctioned warming treatment forms consecutively as: annealing, oil 

extinguishing, and hardening at an alternate temperature as 200c, 400 ̊c and 600 ̊c for close around 1hr. Presently steel examples 

were mechanically endeavoring as rigidity, pliability, and hardness. Along these lines, the mechanical testing was performed at 

room temperature and the outcome is that: on expanding the temperature of hardening, the hardness of the steel is diminishing. 
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And after that expanding the treating temperature, a definitive elasticity of both the evaluations i.e. with copper and without 

copper. Consequently, steel with copper has high extreme quality when contrasted with without copper. Adscititiously, on 

expanding the temperature of treating, the malleability of the steel is expanded. In any case, steel with copper has low pliability 

when contrasted with without copper.  

4. DEVNATH KHUNTE[6] tentatively learned about the mechanical properties like tensile quality, yield pressure and lengthening 

at sundry steels, for example, low carbon steel and the tempered steel on different warmth treatment to discover the impact of 

fortifying, extinguishing and normalizing on the material properties through testing on utilizing macrocosmic testing machine 

utm. The effect of different kinds of warmth treatment on the crack sturdiness and hardness is impecunious down. An optimum 

warmth treatment system for business steel has all the earmarks of being hardening in the 900ºc temperature run, to show 

designations of amendment coalescence of high durability and high hardness. at that point, the warmth treated examples are 

utilized for testing of sundry material properties. result denotes which warm treatment will be better to enhance the material 

properties of mellow steel and hardened steel. Experimental setup the entire test was performed on the torsional testing machine. 

The torsional testing machine is designed and convolute a sundry metal wires, tubes sheet materials torque quantification by 

pendulum dynamometer system. torque can be applied to the specimen by the geared motor through the gearbox. the 

autographic recorder gives the cognition between torque and angle of twist. 
 

 

 

 

5. RESULTS 

The Tensional Strength of Medium carbon steel without Heat Treatment as shown in table 1. 

Torsion (KNm) Angle ( In Degrees) 

0 0 

0.0411 180 

0.0524 360 

0.0589 540 

0.0630 720 

0.0644 800 

 

Table 1. Torsion Strength of Medium carbon steel Without Heat Treatment 
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Figure 1. Graph between degrees and torsion for medium carbon steel (without heat treatment). 

 

 
Figure 2.  Graph between degrees and torsion for medium carbon steel with heat treatment (Normalizing) 

 

Figure 3.  Graph between degrees and torsion for medium carbon steel with heat treatment (Annealing). 

 

 

Figure 4.  Microstructure of Medium carbon steel (Without Heat Treatment) 
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Figure 5.  Microstructure of Medium carbon steel With Heat Treatment (Normalizing) 

The impact of warmth treatment normalizing on the mechanical properties (extreme rigidity, hardness, sturdiness, rate lengthening, and rate decrease) of the 

treated example. After this procedure we played out the test on the torsional testing machine has intended for leading torsion and turning minute.Table 2. 

Torsion Strength of Medium carbon steel With Heat Treatment (Normalising) 

Torsion Degrees 

0 KNM 0 

0.0653KNM 360 

0.0789KNM 720 

0.0859KNM 1080 

0.0907KNM 1440 

0.0943KNM 1800 

0.0970KNM 2160 

0.0994KNM 2520 

0.1013KNM 2880 

0.1028KNM 3240 

0.1051KNM 3560 

 

The microstructure examination demonstrates that the rate of grain nucleation and recrystallization is expanding with the level 

of chilly drawn twisting. The Grain development was seen at the higher level of disfigurement which is prompting a decrease in 

the mechanical properties of the material. It is obvious to the subsequent mechanical properties of the nails and the 

microstructure examination and the coveted properties of the nails could be accomplished by controlling the microstructure 

advancement of the mellow steel in annealing[7].Figure 5.  Microstructure of Medium carbon steel With Heat Treatment 

(Annealing)   . 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this investigation, the impact of warmth treatment on the malleable properties tempered gentle steel was inspected. It was 
discovered that the rate at which the steel is cooled to room temperature amid the full toughens largely affects both the 
microstructure and room-temperature ductile properties. On expanding the hardening temperature the flexibility of steel review 
is expanding. This implies the double period of mellow steel can be essentially improved by a legitimate warmth treatment 
process. In view of these outcomes will enhance the quality at high temperature. 
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